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I am writing you in regards to the matter of a performance review for Jesse Greening. Please find 
my evaluation of Jesse below: 

Jesse Greening started with our office on May 01, 2017. Jesse has continually showed commitment
to serving Washington's 8 th Congressional District through a positive attitude and hard work. Jesse has 
spent time in our Washington state and Washington D.C. office where he has found great success and 
delivered a high level of customer service. 

In both offices, Jesse 's primary role has been to serve as our staff assistant. In this role, he spends 
a significant amount of time in the front office interacting with constituents through various platforms 
(phone calls, emails, greeting meetings, and leading tours). Jesse has an outstanding ability to connect 
with constituents and ensuring their experience in Washington D.C. is positive. This is vital to our office 
as constituent service is our number one priority. As a supervisor, I feel very comfortable knowing Jesse 
is working with our constituents to ensure their trip to Washington DC is a positive experience. 

Additionally, Jesse has been responsible for hiring and managing interns. He joined our office 
midway through the summer interns' tenure with our office. Jesse strived to ensure transition supervisors 
was a seamless transition and immediately served as a mentor to the interns guiding them and taking them 
under his wing. He very quickly and resourcefully filled our fall internship slots, which can be difficult to 
do on the hill, with ease. His initiative to find and train interns will ensure our office runs smoothly, 
particularly in the fall as things heat up. 

Each week I meet with Jesse to discuss loose ends, things to improve and things in the office that 
may be changing. Jesse has been receptive to feedback, which I greatly appreciate from a management 
perspective. Jesse has helped us improve and refine the staff assistant job through positive feedback. 
Furthermore, our office has undergone transition in the upper management roles which has affected office 
operations and roles. During this transition, Jesse has shown he is adaptable and ready to ,. w9rk towards 
cross-functional goals 

All in all, Jesse exemplifies the type of staffer any member of Congress wants in their front office: 
courteous, kind, hardworking, resourceful and personable. Jesse is doing a great job in our office and 
we're thankful to have him through the Wounded Warrior program! 

Please let me know if you have any further questions. I can be reached by phone at 202-225-4935 or 
email at jill.sims@mail.house.gov. 

Sincerely, 
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